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DIASTEREOFACIAL SELECTIVITY IN INTRAMOLECULAR DIELS-ALDER
REACTIONS OF CHIRAL TRIENE-N-ACYLOXAZOLIDONES
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Excellent diasterofacial selection has been observed in asymmetric Diels-Alder cycloadditions
E,E-triene-imides 3 and 6.

Abstract:

Few organic reactions rival the Diels-Alder process in scope and synthetic utility.1
surprising that efforts

to control

the absolute stereochemical

reactions have been a topic of long-standing interest. 2

of

It is therefore not

relationships established

in this class of

The purpose of this Communication is to disclose

further observations that we have made on the utility of oxazolidones such as 1 as chiral auxiliaries in the
cycloaddition

reactions of the derived carboximides 2 (R2=H, alkyl). 2a In principle, the Lewis acid-dienophile

complex A satisfies the criteria necessary for effective
practice, we have found that the stereochemical
(R2=H, Me) is fully consistent
conjunction

asymmetric induction in the cycloaddition

process.

In

course of the Lewis-acid promoted Diels-Alder reactions of 2

with the intervention

of an s-cis

bidentate

chelated

dienophile A.3 In

with our interest in developing this class of chiral dienophiles we have carried out a detailed

evaluation of the influence of the substituent, RI, on the observed Diels-Alder
The selection of intramolecular cycloaddition

reaction diastereoselection.

processes for this evaluation was stimulated by the paucity of

documented examples of this family of asymmetric bond constructions.2,4

+
1
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J

Me,AICl,

In the first case chosen for study, (E,E)-2,7,9_decatrienoic

acid4a was converted to the corresponding

acid chloride (1.4 equiv CICOCOCI, 25’C, 8h) and subsequently employed to acylate5
oxazohdones6 illustrated in Scheme I in good overall yield (65-85%).
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auxiliary
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as well. 2a

of choice

an 84% conversion
of the data

When the opposite

sense

derived
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of a combination
that

obtained
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case

the enhanced

endo

of complementary

the (S)-phenylalanine-derived

when a C,- Si diastereofacial

bias (See A) is required

of asymmetric

oxazolidone

induction

is required

for the cycloaddition

or the 4(R)-cyclohexyl-2-oxazolidone6

has its own individual

asset and liability.
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is also documented
We wish to suggest

conclude

more

complete

of endo diastereoselection

may be a consequence
We therefore
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are far

For example,

A comparison

level

ester

4 and
important

at -30°C over a 5-h period.

Even though the steric

This same
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methyl

carboximides

to this study is the relationship

3b, .exhibits

reactions

several

process.
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ed.
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with triene

as well as electronic

for the cycloaddition

substrate,

the

42 h at 25°C to achieve

interest

(DMAC) in

endo-cycloadducts

reaction.

was effected

endo diastereoselectivity.

for 3a (4ar5a=83:17).

noted

Diels-Alder

and 3b (RL=Ch2Ph) is instructive.

II) and in bimolecular
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required

Of prime

and the resultant

the latter

observed

promoted

chloride

of cycloadditions,

3a-3d and the related

cycloadducts
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conditions.
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reaction
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First,

levels

(,95%)
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Based upon the data obtained

may be drawn.

conversion

exceed

in the high-yield

indicated.7

exceptional

with 1.4 equiv of a 1.32 g solution

the

employof
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by flash
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associated

congeners.4d
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authors
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that
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